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What You Should Know About Steam Showers
August 2005, Staten Island, New York –

Why Install a Steam Shower?
"Steam" and "Steam Bath" Health Benefits:
"Steam" and "Steam baths" in you own home. Why not? Researchers have found that
steam not only is a benefit for skin, but also helps with the elimination of toxins within
the body. There are many different factors that steam units play a positive role in.
Common colds, relaxation, detoxification, skin problems, pulmonary and heart disease
such as asthma, congestion, high blood pressure, circulation problems, among many
others. As always you should consult your physician before use.
"Chromotherapy" is another great feature to have in combination with steam therapy.
"CHROMOTHERAPY", sometimes called color therapy, light therapy or colorology, is
based on the fact that certain colors having different wave lengths triggering mood
altering metabolic changes in the human body. Since Egyptian time people have realized
that certain color lights have a powerful effect on mood and overall health. In today’s
modern times Chromotherapy is implemented in some of the most upscale spas all over
the world.

Wet and Dry Saunas the Benefits
Another great product combination, wet and dry Saunas. Saunas have been around for

ages. Why not combine both benefits of dry and wet saunas into one unit. That is exactly
what Acquinox did. The combination of both types of steam stimulates the immune
system while keeping you healthy, vibrant, and relaxed to say the least. Why not
eliminate toxins and increase circulation as well as feed your body what it needs
especially in very dry, cold climates. You can also enjoy listening to the radio, watching
TV or using the hands free telephone while enjoying these great units in you own home.
Remember: Your complexion, your body, your mind a fresher healthier you! Enjoy our
own Home Oasis!

Steam Bath Chromotherapy Benefits
Each of the seven colors of the spectrum is associated with specific healing properties.
Thus by using different colors of the spectrum one can trigger changes towards better
health and overall well being. It is a known fact that the human body needs light for
certain metabolic functions such as absorption of certain vitamins.

Implemented steam bath systems into your Homeo
We all know that renovations can be quite costly. That is why Acquinox is glad to have
found the solution of costly renovations to the consumer. When adding an Acquinox,
steam shower, or steam bath and massage tub combo unit, you will enhance both the
functionality of your bathroom as well as the worth of your home. Without all the
renovation costs in putting separate generators, rainfall showers, massage jets, etc into
your walls and floors. The elegance Acquinox products brings to any home is
invigorating and captivating. When renovating you bathroom, keep in mind that there are
many costs involved when putting separate components into your bathroom. Also keep in
mind that when servicing, if there are any troubles, you usually would need to tear down
the walls again, just to get to the source of the problem. That is why Acquinox modular
units solve both the problems of costly renovations as well as servicing problems. When
servicing an Acquinox steam shower or steam bath, sauna or whirlpool tub just detach the
drain and pull the unit away from the wall. Walla….. Easy to service, No tearing of tile
walls, no, breaking of floors, NO MESS!!!

What is the cost of Steam Units Today?
Steam shower enclosures with or without whirlpool massage tubs vary in price.
Depending on functions and size. Acquinox believes that these modular units are cost
effective and affordable to the consumer when compared to the cost of individually
installing each component. Contractor pricing vary depending on your state, but these
units can be easily installed within a few days, with very little renovations needed.
Acquinox Steam Showers are competitively priced from $2600 to $11,300. They will
ship worldwide. Please visit www.Acquinox.com for more information on these
luxurious steam bath systems.

